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Abstract
The eco-economic problems of world economy and policy are analyzed in the paper. The evaluation 
of possible economic damage to the world economy is given. The effective international pollutant 
emissions trading  impediments are found. The potential threats at the open international market 
are shown. The emissions trading optimum model between developed and developing countries is 
developed on the basis of Coase theorem for these potential threats prevention.
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The problem of world climate global changes 
passed long ago from the narrowly-specialized scien-
tific questions into a rank of one of the most burning 
issues of world economy and policy. [7]

in the public, considerable interest is caused by an 
economic evaluation of damage from the world cli-
matic changes. The sounded estimates are contradic-
tory. According to W. nordhaus model, the damage of 
the world gdP by 1 – 1.5% is possible when warm-
ing-up by 1-2°С, while the insignificant increase in 
gdP is predicted in the well-known mendelssohn 
model for similar warming. The temperature growth 
by 5–6 °C threatens the world with the minimum de-
crease in world gdP according to r. mendelssohn 
model, its reduction by 6–11% according to W. nord-
haus model and fall by catastrophic 14–15% accord-
ing to n. stern model. To a great extent, such distinc-
tions are related to various discount rates. [5; 20]

some other authors estimate also the possible 
economic damage from climate change. in the well-
known r. mendelssohn paper, the calculations for 
consequences evaluation of climate change for the 
usA agriculture were conducted. in the future, the 
group of authors conducted the calculations of pos-

sible economic damage for the whole world. [5; 14]
R. Tol made an interesting attempt of consequenc-

es evaluation not only for real sector of economy, but 
also for the social sphere, first of all, for the health of 
the population. [21]

in "stern report", the model covering damage from 
increase of natural disasters, and also various indirect 
effects (losses from social and political instability) is 
suggested. [5; 20]

 The need of the global environmental problems 
solution by the world community put a principle on 
question of efforts distribution between the coun-
tries. Complexity consists in that the information, in 
the conditions of which the countries obligations are 
determined, is characterized by essential incomplete-
ness. it is supposed that the market mechanism will 
allow overcoming of this complexity: the countries, 
which received more quantity of more than effective 
emissions, will sell the surplus to the countries, which 
received quantity of less than effective emissions. 

data on the countries emission of one million ton 
of Co2 are presented in Table 1. [22; 23] The ma-
jority of the developed countries reduced the number 
of emission of carbon dioxide in 2009 in comparison 
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with 1990. At the same time, developing countries in-
creased emissions considerably and do not want to 
undertake any obligations for their reduction.

At the moment, 30% of all emissions of Co2 are 
carried out by production of the goods traded in the 
world market. [19] Thus, the growth of consumption 
of carbon intensive production in one country cannot 
lead to increase in emissions in this country, however, 
is conducive to growth of emissions in other coun-
tries delivering the carbon intensive production to 
this country. in 2003, n. Akhmad and A. Vykoff es-
tablished that the total amount of export of Co2 emis

sions is comparable, and in many cases, it exceeds the 
quantity of emissions of the certain countries. Thus, 
the most part of the developed countries are net im-
porters of emissions, whereas developing countries 
mainly serve as net exporters. [6]

In Russia, our confirmation of the Kyoto Protocol 
was met extremely negatively by a number of experts. 
They claimed that it will cause the milliard losses in 
the country, as during the period 2008-2012, russia 
had to exceed the emission level of carbon dioxide of 
1990. [4] it is obvious that it did not happen, and is 
not expected in a short time.

Country 1990 1995 2000 2009 2012
Australia 260,1 285,5 338,8 394,9 386,3
england 549,3 516,6 523,8 465,8 457,5
germany 950,4 869,4 827,1 750,2 755,3
india 582,3 776,6 972,5 1585,8 no data
italy 397,4 409,4 426,0 389,3 374,8
Canada 432,3 465,2 532,8 520,7 533,7
China 2 244,1 3 022,1 3 077,2 6 877,2 no data
russia 2178,8 1574,5 1505,5 1532,6 1659,0
usA 4868,7 5138,7 5698,1 5195,0 5074,1
ukraine 687,9 392,8 292,0 256,4 281,1
Japan 1064,4 1147,9 1184,0 1092,9 1223,3

Table 1. СО2 Emissions of one million ton in the world countries

Source: СО2 emissions from fuel Combustion. 2011. 2014

As it is known, the international emissions trading 
became the most discussed part of the Kyoto Protocol 
(some elements of such trading were allowed previ-
ously, for example, within the montreal Protocol). 
However, the emphasis is placed on its direct conse-
quences during the protocol action. The question of 
how effective market of international emissions trad-
ing can be created is of the great interest. There have 
been already appeared the rudiments of the imperfect 
market. The derivative market of hydrocarbons also 
functions. since 2005, the climatic futures trading is 
opened at the Chicago climatic exchange opened in 
2003. B. Chilton claims that the market of "carbon" 
derivatives will become the world's largest soon.

it leads to certain challenges and menace to the 
world economy. The propositions on trading optimi-
zation in this market are necessary. The emissions 
trading established by Kyoto Protocol, seemed con-
siderably new idea. [1] it is not consistent with the 
reality, the idea origin can be observed in r. Coase’s 
works. [8] Coase’s ideas gained further development. 
[2; 12; 18] 

The main theoretical base for establishment of 
the emissions market was brought by the Canadian 
economist J. dulles for the water environment, and 

the American economist Crocker for the atmosphere. 
Then such scientists as W. Baumol and d. montgom-
ery made the essential contribution to development of 
emissions trading idea. [1; 9; 10; 15]

in our assumptions, we rely on the Coase theo-
rem, according to which, the competitive market 
will lead to Pareto-optimal production of the pollut-
ing emissions at a complete definition of ownership 
rights of pollution objects and zero transaction costs. 
Therefore, the problem of creation of the internation-
al trading effective mechanism can be divided into 
three components: the correspondence of participants 
incentives to the market-based ones, definition of the 
property rights, availability of transaction costs. Be-
sides that, due to the fact that world community acts 
on behalf of the planet population, its actions cannot 
be concentrated on the question Pareto-efficiency only, 
but must suppose prosperity maximization of a world 
population, and also consider plea for justice. [2] 

do the participants incentives of international 
emissions trading correspond to the incentives of 
the market of perfect competition? Although, the 
Kyoto Protocol allows participation in the enterpris-
es emissions trading, the main persons are national 
government. Certainly, the government motivation is 
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non-market, and we face all the problems typical for 
bureaucracy economy. These problems include two 
levels: acceptance of obligations of emissions reduc-
tion and distribution of quotas between the enterpris-
es. [13]

Abstracting from imperfection of available infor-
mation, let us consider, whether the states will seek to 
undertake the emissions reduction obligation, which 
is optimum from the standpoint of their economy 
functioning. The answer to this question will depend 
on a number of factors. first of all, the more obli-
gations will be undertaken by the country, the more 
finances are required to be accumulated within the 
country for these obligations implementation. These 
finances get into the order of executive power, and 
the utility obtained by the corresponding office hold-
ers depends on the amount of these finances. But the 
emotions quantity, which can be sold, also means 
additional cash inflow. Secondly, decisions will be 
influenced by groups of interests. First of all, they 
are presented to "industrial lobbies". The obligations 
decrease supporting is expected (its pressure forced 
usA not to ratify the Kyoto Protocol and Canada to 
leave this Protocol). Though, there can be situations 
when producers of a certain country anticipate the for-
eign producers in ecological parameters. in that case, 
introduction of the additional standards related to the 
excess obligations can be a basis for the murky pro-
tectionism, and be supported by the industry. Thirdly, 
the population behavior can be different. As a rule, 
the population has no sufficient ideas of which obli-
gations are optimum and what consequences of their 
acceptance. The support will depend on confidence 
in the government, the relative degree of fears of un-
employment and "ecological" fears to a great extent.

let us try to combine these observations in the 
simplified model, which is developed together with 
Vinokurov s.s. [2] let us suppose that the production 
consists of two technologically unconnected branch-
es A and B, at that, the branch A produces harmful 
emissions, and the branch B produces the negligible 
quantity of them. Consumers can replace products of 
these branches in the basket with constant elasticity 
γ, so:
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where U – usefulness of the representative indi-
vidual; q – the quantity of the consumed production 
of the relevant branch.

let the markets of both products be competitive. 
At equilibrium, the products price is equal to margin-

al costs; and the proportions of consumption are

established so that the equation
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Thus, consumers possess the fixed budget
BBAA qpqpX += . it is possible to see that in these 

conditions, the price of production of branch A will 
be established as follows
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The fact whether the products of branches A and 
B are substitute goods or complements is of signifi-
cant importance. let us note that in our case, on the 
one hand, the point at issue is about certain nature of 
environmental impact (in the form of harmful emis-
sions), and on the other hand, about consumer goods. 
most likely, the branch A will pose the industrial 
production, and branch B will be traditional, mainly 
agricultural production. These branches production 
will be interchangeable to small degree. it should be 
expected that from positions of our problematics, the 
products of branches A and B are complementary to 
each other, and 1<γ .

so, 0>
∂
∂

B

A

q
p

. i.e. the higher output of branch B 

is, the higher the demand schedule for products of 
branch A will be.

let us suppose that the countries have identical 
functions of marginal costs of production of branch 
A products. The diagrams of marginal external costs 
will differ owing to that not only own emissions but 
also the other countries ones will have an impact. let 
us consider that output of the branches A of differ-
ent countries are independent from each other. Then 
marginal external costs of branch A production can be 
presented in the form

),( rqfkqMEC FA += ,
where МЕС – marginal external costs; k – con-

stant coefficient; Fq  - quantity of branch A produc-
tion abroad; r – remoteness measure from foreign 
sources of pollution.

it should be expected that the higher remoteness 
from foreign sources of pollution is, the lower mar-
ginal external costs will be. As in the current situa-
tion, industrialized countries are generally concen-
trated close to each other, it is possible to expect that 
their marginal external costs are rather high. Carrying 
out of production to less developed countries will be 
conductive to their reduction in the developed coun-
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tries and increasing in less developed ones. Countries 
with economy in transition were found in a paradox-
ical situation: they are close to industrialized coun-
tries, but owing to internal problems, possess rather 
small industrial production, i.e. their marginal ex-
ternal costs are high, but stipulated substantially by 
transfrontier production.

The general marginal costs of production of branch 
A (MSC) products are equal to the sum of marginal 
and marginal external costs of production, i.e. 

.
In equilibrium situation in the market of branch A 

production:
.

The quota price for additional production of 
branch A product unit (t) will be established in such 
a way that

.
now, let us consider the governmental action 

when the quotas size determining. In our consider-
ation, it will be sufficient to use the simplified idea of 
the government purposes: we will assume that their 
main objective is maximizing the budget (in our case, 
its ecological component). [16]

The budget replenishment can be performed by 
two ways: either by quotas selling, or by increase 
of the taxes, which are necessary for ecological pro-
grams carrying out.

Let us consider the first case. As the quota pay-
ment is increased with the growth of МЕС, the state 
will receive the maximum sum for quotas in domestic 
market in the case if they obtain equilibrium output. 
But the countries can perform the emissions trading 
with each other. Thus, the states with the higher quota 
equilibrium price (it is the states with the high level of 
income and/or more developed branch B) will be able 
to buy a quota from the states with the lower price 
cheaper, than to sell in domestic market. Thus, it is 
profitably to carry out the quotas trading by two stag-
es for more developed states. At the first stage, alloca-
tion of the optimum quotas size should be achieved, 
and then, the quotas quantity should be increased due 
to trading with less developed countries. Therefore, if 
there are no restrictions to such policy, the developed 
states will achieve optimum quotas, but carry out ex-
cess production of branch A.

expecting such course of events, it will be prof-
itably for less developed countries to receive excess 
quantity of quotas and to sell this excess to the devel-
oped countries. Thus, less developed countries will 
achieve excess quotas, and leave their quantity, which 
is near to optimal, in domestic market.

The aspiration to receive additional resources for 
financing of ecological programs will act in an oppo-
site direction. It will be profitably for government to 
fill up the budget in such a way as long as the addi-
tional financing sum exceeds losses from reduction of 
the emission quantity traded in domestic market. The 
quantity of additional cots, which can be proved, and 
the marginal costs diagram steepness, from which 
the losses related to quotas quantity reduction will 
depend, are important. The higher production envi-
ronmental compatibility as of the current date is, the 
less the steepness of this diagram will be. in this view, 
more developed countries will have more incentives 
for quotas quantity reduction. At the same time, more 
developed countries will have wide base for the tax-
ation and great ease in its administration. However, 
additional financing must be reasonable. On the one 
hand, the greater development by a component was 
gained, the more resources by further development 
are demanded owing to diminishing productivity. on 
the other hand, it is more difficult to motivate the ne-
cessity of further development. Thus, the result is less 
predictable in this case, than in case of simple emis-
sions trading. from our standpoint, it is necessary to 
expect that the developed countries will have more 
incentives to reduction of emission quantity below 
the optimum.

The lobbyism from industrialists will have an im-
pact. its direction will be predetermined not so much 
by a country development level as by the structure of 
the industry. if the harmful emissions reduction can 
be connected with quality of the output, the govern-
ment will be able to pursue policy of the hidden pro-
tectionism by means of the corresponding standards 
introduction. in that case, lobbyism can be directed 
on reduction of quotas quantity. If there is not such 
opportunity, the industrial lobby will work for quotas 
increase. for example, it is possible to expect that if 
the mechanical engineering prevails in structure of 
the industry, the pressure will be towards reduction 
of quotas quantity. On the contrary, if raw branches, 
metallurgy, chemistry and petrochemistry prevail, the 
pressure will be towards the quotas increasing.

As the governments will care also of support from 
the residents, therefore the public opinion will have 
impact on their decisions. The public opinion direc-
tion depends on the place, which “pure environment” 
takes in relation to the income in structure of con-
sumption of the representative individual. from our 
standpoint, it should be expected that these benefits 
will be complementary. i.e. the income of the indi-
vidual is higher, the higher usefulness “pure environ-
ment” will have and vice versa. in this view, it should 
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be expected that the public opinion will be turned 
more likely against ecological programs of the gov-
ernment in less developed countries and for it in the 
developed countries. 

The property rights and transaction costs are the 
next factors, which can have impact on the govern-
ment decisions. The fact is that the government, re-
ceiving a certain quantity of quotas, must guaranty 
that in economy, emissions quantity will be exactly as 
many as quotas quantity they will sell. In other words, 
the governmental property on harmful emissions is 
not guaranteed; besides that, it can be in a conflict 
with public ideas of the person ownership right of 
the production means, which are a source of external 
emissions.

moreover, the state can punish for excess emis-
sions, but cannot prevent them completely. it means 
that emissions trading is not entered in the existing 
institutional system, and for the enterprises, it is more 
profitably to violate the relevant law, than to keep it 
(because of excess profits, low probability and/or the 
small amount of punishment), the expected emissions 
will be higher than the sold quotas quantity. In this 
case, for the government, it will be profitably “to 
make secure” and buy the excess quantity of quotas. 
Besides that, the excess quantity of quotas will re-
duce their price and will make additional profit for 
the enterprises; that will reduce their incentives to 
avoidance of quotas purchase. It should be expected 
that the above will be more typical for relatively less 
developed countries, and such countries will leave the 
excess quotas in domestic market.

Finally, the impact will be had by process of quo-
tas distribution at the un level. inasmuch as it will 
depend not only on efficiency reasons, but also on the 
justice criterion directed on decrease in a gap between 
the rich and poor countries of the world, it should be 
expected that the world rich countries will receive 
less quotas than poor ones. Besides that, one expects 
the fulfillment of the incurred obligations in a greater 
degree by the rich countries as they show a greater 
negative external effect on one another and violation 
of obligations can aggravate a situation of the violator 
noticeably.

Thus, the rich countries are in a game situation 
with the considerable positive amount in case of quo-
tas distribution due to the nature of formula for МЕС. 
increasing environmental friendliness of the produc-
tion, thereby, they afford opportunity for one anoth-
er to increase internal production; that would not be 
possible if there were no arrangements between them. 
The rich countries will undertake obligations while 
the effect from  emission abatement by the partner 

exceeds the losses due to reduction of own emissions. 
(However, this refers to the government behavior. i.e. 
losses will be due to the short-received finances from 
emissions trading minus the finances received in tax 
form on financings of ecological programs). On the 
contrary, the poor countries are found in a situation 
close to game with the zero amount in case of quotas 
distribution. Their main profit will consist in quotas 
sale to the rich countries. At that, actually, there is 
no rather effective mechanism of their force to fulfill-
ment of the incurred obligations. [2]

Concluding the result, it is possible to claim that 
there are considerable hindrances of effective interna-
tional emissions trading. However, even in these con-
ditions, it is impossible to speak of complete nonsense 
of such trading or that a priori, it brings benefits to the 
rich countries in the prejudice of the poor ones. [2]

First of all, although a number of factors influence 
the countries actions and it is difficult to give the sin-
gle-valued prediction, nevertheless, there are more 
facts toward that the rich countries will receive the 
less optimum quotas quantity, and the poor countries 
will receive more optimum one. Thus, though imper-
fections of international trading affect these countries 
diversely, both will reduce their economic efficiency.

secondly, as a rule, the country poverty is associ-
ated with underdevelopment of its industry; however, 
as we observed, first of all, the main problems arise 
owing to underdevelopment of traditional branches. 
Therefore, quota distribution should be connected to 
this criterion, i.e. industrialized countries should re-
ceive their greater quantity. However, it will contra-
dict the principle of justice.

Thirdly, contrary to stereotypes, industrialized 
countries will have more incentives to fulfill the in-
curred obligations, than the undeveloped countries. 

in view of the last two theses, it is necessary to 
disagree with standpoint of some scientists about de-
sirability of global emissions trading. [11; 17] on the 
contrary, the solution of environmental problems of 
the world is business of the developed countries. in 
order to avoid distortion, the undeveloped countries 
or the countries, which industry endures the difficult 
period, should not be included in this list. moreover, 
as the government of the developed countries have 
incentives to excess obligations, it is necessary to 
take measures of restriction of such practice in order 
to avoid erosion of efficiency of their internal econ-
omy and the hidden protectionism against import 
from developing countries. Thus, global reduction 
of emissions must be incremental and circumspect. 
in the conditions of the growing economies of these 
countries, the simple maintenance of emission level 
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can be more effective, than decision-making on their 
radical reduction.
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